Tips From The
Stone Care Professionals
• Never use ordinary, everyday household
cleaners on natural-stone surfaces. They
damage natural stone and can lead to costly
repair or replacement.
• It is essential to frequently seal your stone to
maintain maximum surface protection.
• Use and keep door mats clean to minimize the
dirt and micro particles from wearing into your
stone floors.

Stone Care Guide
Product and Maintenance Guide
From the Stone Care Experts

• Be sure your vacuum attachment does not
scratch stone floors. Avoid dragging objects
across stone floors. Weekly damp mopping keeps
the floor free of abrasive particles.
• Daily or as-needed cleaning of your counter
tops will reduce dirt, oil penetration and water
spotting.
• Using a squeegee on shower walls helps prevent
water spotting and soap build up.
• Using polish on counter tops and shower walls
will enhance color and sheen and provide added
protection to help prevent etching, water
spotting and soap scum build up.
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The Importance Of Stone Care
Although incredibly durable, natural stone requires
proper care to maintain its inherent beauty and to
avoid costly repair and replacement.  
A penetrating sealer is typically used to protect
against stains by blocking pores and small fissures
in the stone, keeping liquid on the surface where
it can be easily removed. Most everyday, ordinary
household cleaners, however, contain ammonia
or other harmful chemicals that break down the
protective seal, making the stone more susceptible
to staining and reducing its luster and durability.
Common toiletries like perfume and toothpaste
also contain ingredients that damage stone or
degrade the protective seal.
To keep your natural stone looking brilliant, it’s
best to use products that are specifically formulated
to prevent deterioration and enhance the beauty of
natural-stone surfaces.
Granite Gold Inc., a company with 50 years’
experience in the natural-stone industry, offers a
complete line of safe, effective, ammonia-free natural stone-care products. Our products have been
trusted for years to clean and protect any kind of
natural or manufactured stone or tile surface.

Daily Cleaner
This unique, streak-free formula safely deepcleans granite, marble and other stone surfaces.
Leaves a fresh citrus scent. Should be used regularly in place of everyday household products or
polishes which can damage natural stone.

Polish
Quickly and easily adds shine and luster to
granite, marble and other stone surface. Regular
use after cleaning will bring out stone’s natural
beauty and provide ongoing protection against
water spots and fingerprints. Polishing shower
walls and tub surrounds will help prevent soap
scum build-up.

Sealer
Quickly and easily preserves and protects
all natural stone. Frequent use maintains
maximum surface protection, penetrating stone
surfaces to provide superior, long-lasting resistance to staining, etching and soil build-up.

Visit Granite Gold online for more stone care products,
tips and offers.

